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words and photography by Stuart Mills

I ran my first marathon on 26 April 
1980 as a 17-year-old. I had to lie 
about my age on the entry form, as 
the minimum age was 18. I had been 
your typical New Zealand boy, playing 
rugby, but in 1977, when I was 14, a 
new music teacher joined the staff 
of my school. Gary Wilby, known as 
“the Wizard”, set up an after-school 
running group. I joined the group and 
discovered that I enjoyed the running.

(YVMRK�Q]�½VWX�JI[�]IEVW�SJ�VYRRMRK�-�
gradually improved: in the Wellington 
Schools cross-country championships 
of October 1977, I came 77th out of 
���½RMWLIVW��MR�3GXSFIV�������-�[EW�
placed 29th out of 69. However, by 
the end of 1979 I realised that I wasn’t 
going to be the next John Walker 
(a New Zealander who was then 

the world mile recorder holder and 
Olympic 1,500-metre champion). But 
maybe the marathon was my distance. 
I knew one thing way back then: I did 
not possess any fast-twitch muscle 
½FVIW��7S�-�HIGMHIH�XLEX�XLI�JSPPS[MRK�
April, I would run New Zealand’s 
premier marathon, the Fletcher 
Rotorua Marathon, which attracted 
around 2,000 entries each year.

Race day soon arrived; it was 
beautifully sunny with a clear blue sky. 
I was sharing a room with a man called 
Bernie, who was your typical beer-
loving runner – with a rather rounded 
belly as proof of his drinking habits. 
I still vividly recall him appearing at 
the breakfast table, getting his bright 
orange Hutt Valley Harriers singlet 
ready, with Elastoplast over both 
his nipples. It was quite a sight for a 
17-year-old. Bernie had completed 
many marathons and was adamant 
that you had to put Elastoplast 
over your nipples when running a 
marathon to avoid “runner’s nipple”. 
I recall thinking: “Do I do what this 
guy says, and listen to his words of 
wisdom?” I then took another look 
at his belly and decided that maybe 
his approach to running wasn’t the 
most effective, so I let my nipples 
remain exposed, willing to accept the 
guaranteed bleeding as part of running 
a marathon. 

The course at Rotorua covered (and 
still does) exactly one complete 
lap of the lake on which the city 
WXERHW��WXEVXMRK�ERH�½RMWLMRK�MR�XLI�

picturesque Government Gardens. I 
had spent quite a bit of time planning 
my race in order to achieve a sub-
three-hour time. I decided I had 
XS�½RMWL�MR�PIWW�XLER�XLVII�LSYVW�MR�
order for me to feel happy with my 
performance. 

So, as the race got under way and I 
arrived at the 5km mark being only 
seven seconds down on schedule, 
I was pleased – it felt like I had lost 
loads more time than that at the start, 
with the delay in crossing the line. At 
10 kilometres, I was 25 seconds up on 
schedule and all was going well. 

The route between 10 and 20 
kilometres was beautiful, running 
close to the lake’s edge. Aged 17, I 
wasn’t really into the natural beauty 
of the surrounding environment, but 
this section of the race was absolutely 
amazing. The road was closed, so it 
was quiet and peaceful as I continued 
to move pretty quickly, running 
MRXS�XLI�YRORS[R�SJ�Q]�½VWX�IZIV�
marathon. 

I recall thinking:  
“Am I going too fast? 
When will I start 
‘dying’? When will I  
hit the famous  
marathon ‘wall’?”
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I ignored these doubts and just 
enjoyed the occasion, completing 
the undulating section still ahead of 
schedule.

At around the 23km mark, the course 
joined on to a main road. Instantly 
the peace was shattered by hundreds 
of the runners’ friends and families 
cheering everyone on. Just prior to 
rejoining the main road, I caught up 
with a runner from my club who was 
EPWS�HSMRK�LMW�½VWX�QEVEXLSR��2SX�
only was he two or three years older 
than me, but he was a good runner, 
YWYEPP]�½RMWLMRK�LMKL�YT�MR�XLI�½IPH��-�
was pretty excited with the way I was 
performing and enjoyed hearing my 
name being called out by supporters 
from my club. 

Not too much further along the 
busy road, the course started a slow, 
gradual climb. It was only a small 
climb, but I began really to struggle. 
Whether it was because of the climb, 

or the heat, or the fact that the 
scenery wasn’t as pleasant, or it being 
noisy as a car continually overtook 
us, stopped, then re-overtook us, 
I just don’t know. Maybe I let my 
expectation to start “dying” lead to 
reality. Probably a combination of all 
of the above. I got to the top of this 
small rise and felt really negative. 
How would I manage to get to the 
½RMWL#�-�VIEPP]�HMH�HMK�HIIT�EW�-�[EW�
determined to break three hours. 
This was my chance to be good at 
running, at a distance that just had to 
suit me. 

As we returned to Rotorua the 
crowds on the side of the road 
got bigger. I remember wondering 
to myself: “What are the crowds 
thinking?” as they saw me really 
struggling. Was I foolish to try to run 
a marathon at the age of 17? Maybe 
there was a reason for the minimum 
age being set at 18. Although the 
crowds were cheering, I did not 
absorb any of their positive energy. In 
fact, I sensed negative thoughts from 
them, which seemed to reinforce the 
foolishness of my thinking that I could 
be a good marathon runner.

if only I knew then 
what I know now, 
then the last section 
to the finish would 
have been a joy:
one can really take on board the 
positive energy from the surrounding 
environment truly to enhance one’s 
running. 

However, as I have discovered, it 
takes years to become wise and to 

learn how to run endurance events, 
so I gritted my teeth and focused on 
getting me through this unpleasant 
experience. It was such a contrast 
to the absolute joy of running just an 
hour earlier, which had felt so easy. 

Somehow I managed to get to within 
X[S�OMPSQIXVIW�SJ�XLI�½RMWL�ERH�
everything became fantastic again as I 
realised that I would achieve my goal. I 
began to relax – well, as much as one 
can, being quite dehydrated and no 
doubt hypoglycaemic as well. (There 
were no carbohydrate gels back in 
those days!) I began to enjoy the 
atmosphere of the cheering crowds. 
I really started to take on board the 
excitement. All of a sudden the pain 
of running dissipated. The discomfort 
was still there; my leg muscles were 
still quite damaged, but I chose to 
ignore this and focus on the positives, 
including the accomplishment of 
the goal I had set myself. A rather 
demanding goal, but a goal that 
[SYPH�GSR½VQ�XLEX�QEVEXLSR�VYRRMRK�
was my event and that I was able 
to perform to a level that made me 
happy.

-�GVSWWIH�XLI�½RMWL�PMRI�MR����RH�TPEGI��
in a time of 2 hours 56 minutes and 51 
seconds. I have never forgotten that 
time. I could now call myself a “good” 
runner! And with that positive self-as-
sessment, I decided to continue with 
my running, not realising at the time 
what a wonderful journey it would be 
– it is now approaching a grand total 
of 43,000 miles!

;VMXMRK�XLIWI�VI¾IGXMSRW�PIH�QI�
to question: How have I changed 
as a runner over the past 30 years? 
Have I changed? Do I still need to 
call myself a good runner? How 
much of the inner self, the goals, the 
determination, the desires, the joy in 
running is still the same? What is it 

from the running that actually makes 
me happy and gives me enjoyment? 
6I¾IGXMRK�SR�Q]�½VWX�QEVEXLSR��SRI�
important lesson comes to mind: enjoy 
the experience of running; try to “live 
in the now” as you run, as what you 
engage in while you run will be a lasting 
memory to re-live, to re-enjoy, and to 
provide an opportunity to get to know 
your true inner self, if you allow it. 

As a 17-year-old I was quite obsessed 
about the need to be good at running. 
What I have discovered within my 
many miles of running is that it is 
the enjoyment along the journey – 
the pleasure of the actual running 
experience – that is the key ingredient 
to getting that sense of achievement, 
VEXLIV�XLER�XLI�RIIH�XS�VIEGL�E�WTIGM½G�
level of performance. Yes, it is good to 
challenge oneself, to extend oneself, to 
strive to improve. But it is important 
not to let the end result detract from 
the glory of the path travelled. 

For the record, my music teacher Gary 
±8LI�;M^EVH²�;MPF]�½RMWLIH�XLEX������
marathon in a time of 2:46:53 (81st 
TPEGI��1]�GPYF�QEXI�7XIZI�½RMWLIH�
slightly ahead of me in 177th place 
����������ERH�&IVRMI�½RMWLIH�MR����XL�
place (3:25:17), overjoyed with his 
performance... except for his bleeding 
nipples.
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